2001 lincoln town car problems

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? And also my windshield fluid doesn't come out when push. Add Complaint. I have
replaced all steering components. And the steering still wonders to bad to drive. When vehicle
is in motion steering wonders back and forth. Center steering only obtain with constant
correcting. On wipers the intermediate dont work and when washer fluid sprayed cant shut
wipers off 2 now on wheels constantly loosing air due to rims peeling and the inside rims are
peeling causing tire not to hold air and 3 front end wobbles and raddles had new tierods and
ball joints wondering if any recalls were due to be done and previous owner neglected to get
done please help - West Warwick Ri, RI, USA. The car has developed poor return to center when
turning. It also seems to be sticky in normal highway driving, that is, a minor correction seems
to stay until corrected the other direction. This makes the car wander back and forth. I had one
mechanic in town diagnose it as lower steering shaft and I have an appointment with my local
Ford dealer to evaluate the problem. I note there was a recall for this problem for and later
model years. There have been accidents from steering failure reported. In curve on highway lost
control of vehicle and went into adjacent lane before regaining control. If there had been
another car in that lane would have collided with it. Took to Lincoln dealer. They told me
steering corroded but was told that the vehicle is not part of recall. Also called Ford motor and
they told me same thing. Lincoln dealership said vehicle not safe to drive. Vehicle: Lincoln
Town car cartier with 45, original miles. Component: Powertrain: Driveline; suspension: rear ;
suspension: front ; steering. Defect summary: Certain police, commercial, and passenger
vehicles sold input higher loads into the vehicle chassis overloading the wheel bearings and
axles. Four wheel alignment check was performed. Rear wheels was not aligned to manufacture
specifications, for which, this vehicle has a non-adjustable rear end. Front-end alignment was
not in manufacture specifications and could not be corrected due to faulty rear end
components. Consequence summary: This could lead to early bearing failure and ultimately to
axle shaft fracture. In the event of axle shaft fracture, the vehicle would lose drive function and
would coast to a stop. Loss of drive function could lead to a crash. Severely unstable steering
at speed above 40 mph and will lead to a crash at highway speeds. My Lincoln was a used car, I
really enjoyed from the time I got. I have a a few problems, but no major one. One of the
problems I had was with the traction. The next thing I had to replace is the steering gear and
lastly the serpentine belt. My Lincoln town car is awesome! She rides smooth without any
issues. I take for regular oil change tire rotation and alignment. Music is awesome! Lots of room
for everyone with cup holders for all. Music can be changed by back seat company. Trunk huge!
Just in love with my awesome Lincoln town car! I love my Lincoln!! I bought it three years ago
and at , miles, it runs like it is brand new! I have had minimal repairs in three years; basically
just general maintenance. The comfort level is awesome!! My car is very reliable good on gas
love the air suspension it drives like you are floating down the road tells you when you're low
on gas it starts singing at 50 miles remaining the AC and heat work great it seats 6 no problem.
It doesn't use a lot of gas even though it's a V8. Its roomy n it rides smooth on the highway.
Very reliable and it also has great gas mileage. It's a great car to own because of its shape and
style it's considered a Luxury car. But it drives like a race car and can get up to miles per hour,
but I don't drive that fast in it. Burns up too much fuel. Takes premium gas. Has had engine
problems and transmission issues since we purchased it. I like that my car has an adequate
amount of legroom for the driver as I am tall. I don't however like that it only takes premium
gasoline. Runs great. The air conditioning doesn't work. The tires are in good condition. Just
had an oil change. Low mileage. Very good on gas. Interior is nice. Drives pretty smooth. I
purchased car from long distant relative There are electrical issues. Engine light comes on
sometimes. Car hesitates. Front wheels unstable. Battery goes dead, if not idled long enough,
before driving. Car has been in shop, but I need a reliable mechanic to diagnose and fix the
quirky problems I am experiencing. Shakes, runs hot, battery weak, scratches on the paint job,
seats torn and ripped. Rims rusted severely. Very sturdy ,smooth ride,quite ride,not to great on
gas but very much what I paid for a all around good dependable automobile. I really like the look
of a Lincoln Town Car they ride smoothly but the only problem that I have had is with the air
suspension, when those airbags go out it is a very pricey price to pay to get it fixed. I really do
not see the point of it being on the vehicle I feel that it is another way for the Ford manufacture
to get extra money out of you. It is very roomy inside and has a very comfortable feel to it. Like
with any vehicle you have to keep up it up for it to run in tip top shape, so always keep an oil
change. Otherwise an excellent car. Fixed her up, made her quieter. Fixed most parts and parts
are pretty cheap since ford made it. My car is very reliable. It is quite a smooth ride. Even
though its an 8 cylinder it gets great gas mileage. My car has a lot of room in it. I got it from my
dad who got the car from a dealer. Even though it's used I love it so much. The car is extremely
comfortable and very fast, something always goes wrong. It's an old car anyway. For an old car,

it's actually runs pretty well but every once in a while it has a pretty major break, usually the
tires or some random part in the engine, it's nothing too serious though. It is a comfortable ride
and has a lot of extra features. It is a little hard to get in and out if you are older. It is an older car
but has very low miles. The heated leather seats are a great comfort. The Lincoln is a very nice
ride, after owning SUVs and vans this is so much more comfortable. The gas mileage is ok but
the comfort outweighs the few miles you have lost. My car is gray with a little bit of dents on it.
You can't tell if your far away but when you get up close to it you can see everything. I like this
cat because it has a lot of space to work with. One time I had my dog back there and he ripped
up the leather on the inside so it will never be the same. The best most comfortable ride ever
has leather seats lumbar support nice surround set heated seats plenty of room for a tall person
leather seats front and back everything is digital talks you when to check oil and gas everything
in motorist a easy access. My Lincoln continental drives very smooth. The only bad thing is the
gas mileage, it uses so much gas. I love the interior, the cream color is very nice. The leather
seats are very comfortable. I dislike that there is no AUX cord, but it does take cassette tapes. I
love the Lincoln. Its comfortable and safe, I feel safe with my kids in the car. The downside is
the air shocks go out on a lot of these cars from what I've heard but mine is doing good so far.
The gas is kind of temperamental and the car stalls out from time to time but more like a
chugging. I like how smooth the vehicle rides and the gas mileage it gets. I personally do not
like lower cars so that is a dislike for me. I also like how spacious it feels. Change Year. Owner
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no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. These cars are awesome. I bought one

with over K miles on it. The original owner took extremely good care of it. It still has the original
engine and transmission. Other than regular maintenance that's it. The key is to do the regular
maintenance and these cars will last a log long time. Unlike the Cadillac's whose Northstar
engines have valve cover issues and the transmission usually fails at about k. With air ride
bumps are not even a consideration. Personally I don't want a sports car feel that corners like
its on a rail. I like that floaty-boaty feel! When your spending big money for luxury car.. The
engine is as storing is the day I bought it.. Just bought the 3rd battery, and went the first 10
years without spending a cent. Finally at , miles the air ride shocks started to weaken, so I had
them changed for another set. No even an option. Other than that, I have adored this car since
the day it was built. Only a very few complaints.. Who's bright idea was it to make the headlights
detachable for bulb changing purposes I guess lock in place with 3 tin clips? When hitting a
hard bump, they wobble. And its noticeable to me and drivers in front of me. Dealer said he's
surprised I got that far. He told me.. I would have had it fixed, but it required full seat
replacement.. Thankfully it stopped in the exact position I use and like. Other than that, I am
shooting for , thousand. These Town Cars last forever. Gas mileage is good. HUGE trunk. And
eve after 15 years, its still unmistakably Lincoln. People ask.. Answer: when they bring Town
Car back! I'd rather drive a 15 year old Lincoln, htan something lesser that's brand new. Mine
has only 71k miles on it so it's still a baby when it comes to these cars. Couldnt ask for a cooler
1st car!!! This is the 3rd Lincoln Towncar I've owned. All have been excellent vehicle
jeep cherokee door latch
fuse box diagram for heated seats
2008 ford edge parts diagram
s. I have , miles on my Lincoln; have spent very little on upkeep other than new tires and a
heater coil in the 8 years I've owned it. Love the large trunk; can haul almost anything; very
reliable; gas mileage could be better, but car is so heavy and sturdy, that makes up for it. They
don't make them like this anymore! The Lincoln Town car is a great car! This vehicle feels
heavy,well constructed, safe and gives me an overall sense of well being. Buying a used car I
was nervous about older cars being unreliable but after reading reviews of other owners stating
thier vehicles reliablilty, I decided to buy one! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Town Car. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons climate control brakes lights. Love my
Lincoln! Bought used with , miles Items per page:. Write a review See all Town Cars for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Town Car. Sign Up.

